Pat's Calico Cottage
2150 Ridgedale Drive
Snellville, GA 30078

MORE Patterns and Books on SALE from well known
designers and professional quilters and teachers!
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Quilt by machine or by hand? Both! is the
resounding answer from this talented and
creative quilter. Learn how to successfully
incorporate hand and machine quilting in
the same quilt to add visual interest to your
projects. Guidelines for planning your
quilting, including thread and design selection,
will enable you to choose the best techniques to get the best results.
A myriad of hand and machine quilting designs and methods are
shown including backgrounds, borders, and more. A variety of
quilting projects, complete with patterns, instructions, and full-size
quilting patterns, provide lots of opportunities to try out different
quilting methods and motifs
Sale Price: $15.00 (Regularly 24.95)

Formal Feathers 101-The Pattern - Sherry has taken many popular
designs from her book Formal Feathers 101 (see below) added a few
new blocks and made it into a 36 X 36" full size paper pattern.
You simply trace and quilt it onto your fabric with the thread color of
your choice.
Not only do you learn to train the brain the Sherry way but you get a
lovely whole cloth feathered sampler to adorn your wall!
Sale Price: $12.00 (Regularly $19.95)
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Feather Mania Collection #1
Blocks, Stars, Triangles
Over 45 Feathered Stars, Blocks, and Triangles. Use for Irish Chain
Blocks, Pineapple Blocks, Wedding Ring Blocks, Lone Star, and Ohio
Star.
Sale Price: $10.00 (Regularly $16.95)
Feather Mania Collection #2
Swags, Sashes, Borders
Over 50 Feathered Swags, Sashes, and Borders
Sale Price: $10.00 (Regularly $16.95)

Formal Feathers 101 - The Book - Coil wire bound to lay flat,
professionally printed, 31 pages of step by step full size drawings
(8.5"X11") of elegant formal feathers!
Sherry has included 14 different original borders to inspire your
creativity and last but not least 5 different illustrations of her
original fantasy feathers that will make your mouth water!
17 Mylar sheets overlay 17 practice sheets to *train the brain* and
teach you to become the feather queen you always wanted to
be! Right arm, Left arm Longarm, Short arm and domestic machine
friendly!
Regular Price: $24.95 (this book is not on sale)
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^|Å W|tÅÉÇw:á Sweet Dreams Quilt Studio
2011 Quilt Pattern Catalogue FREE
Designer pattern catalogues are great to have to show your
customers patterns that are available in computer format or
roll patterns. Includes patterns from: Heritage, Designer,
Signature, Topaz, Amethyst, and Ruby Collections. All of Kim's
patterns are designed to run on computerized longarm quilting
machines which able to encrypt patterns to run on a single machine.
Roll paper patterns can be ordered in any size.
Catalogue: FREE (Regularly $18.00)
Shipping Costs: $4.00

Wholecloth Quilted Jacket Sampler- Jacket can be quilted with
batting and lining or stitched on a single layer of fabric. Fits small to
x-large (34" - 42" bust). Includes tips for fitting and resizing.
Continuous line stitch thru the pattern - iron flat, pin in place, stitch
thru, remove easily. Pattern is reusable if you trace on water soluble
product. For domestic, short arm and longarm machines. Modified
kimono style jacket.
Sale Price: $6.50 (Regularly $12.95)
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